PHYSICS

POSSIBLE OCCUPATIONS

(Some of these occupations may require additional education and experience)

Acoustics Physicist
Aerodynamist
Aerospace Testing
Agriculture Scientist
Air Traffic Controller
Astronomer
Astrophysicist
Atomic Physicist
Automotive Engineer
Biomedical Technician
Biophysicist
Cardiac Imaging Researcher
Chemical Physicist
Computational Scientist
Computer System Engineer
Environmental Analyst
Environmental Health Specialist
Fluids Physicist
Forensic Scientist
Geodesist
Geophysical Surveyor
Geophysicist
Health Physicist
High-Tech Designer
Hydrologist
Industrial Hygienist
Marine Geophysicist
Mathematician
Medical Physicist
Medical Products Designer
Meteorologist
Nuclear Physicist
Nuclear Power Plant Mgr
Occupational Safety Specialist
Oceanographer
Particle Accelerator Analyst
Physicist
Plasma Physicist
Process Control Specialist
Quality Control Engineer
Research & Development Engineer
Research Scientist
Satellite Data/Missions Analyst
Science Writer
Scientific Photographer
Seismologist
Solid Earth Physicist
Solid State Physicist
Stratigrapher
Teacher/College Professor
Technical Consultant
Technical Illustrator
Technical Salesperson
Technical Writer

POSSIBLE WORK SETTINGS

Advocacy/Grantmaking/Civic Organizations
Aerospace Organizations
Aerospace Product/Parts Manufacturing
Agriculture
Banking
Chemical Manufacturing
Communications Companies
Computer/Electronic Product Manufacturing
Computer Systems Design/Services
Construction
Consulting Services
Educational Services
Food Manufacturing
Government (Federal/State/Local)
Healthcare
Insurance
Internet Services
Laboratories
Machinery Manufacturing
Mining
Motor Vehicle/Parts Manufacturing
Observatories
Oil/Gas Extraction
Pharmaceutical/Medicine Manufacturing
Planetariums
Remote Sensing Companies
Science Museums
Scientific Research/Development Services
Scientific Supply Companies
Software/Scientific Publishing
Telecommunications
SELECTED WEB RESOURCES

(Links to non-UNI Internet sites are provided for your convenience and do not constitute an endorsement)

Exploring Careers
UNI Career Services
Occupational Outlook Handbook
Careers from Physics
Career Resources for Physics Majors
Careers Using Physics
Career Fields: Physics

Job Hunting
UNI Career Services – Job Board
American Physics Society: Careers in Physics
SPS - Careers using Physics
Physicsworld.com
Physics and Astronomy Companies
US National Science Foundation

Associations/Organizations
American Institute of Physics
Physics and Astronomy Associations

SEARCH THE INTERNET

Use keywords such as the name of the field plus careers or jobs - e.g. careers in physics or physics jobs. Use phrases such as what can I do with a major in ... with the name of the field of interest - e.g. what can I do with a major in physics.

Important Notice: Links to any resource should not be interpreted as an endorsement of or contractual relation with any product, viewpoint, organization, or individual and UNI Career Services. Upon creation of this informational resource, links to other locations were up to date and accurate. Please notify us about broken links.
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